
Sure Start is a unique product which combines two well known and proven technologies; bio 
enhanced fertilisers and water storage crystals.
Sure Start is a small granular particle. This small particle size ensures a more even spread of 
product in the area to be treated. This is essential when the root system is still developing and 
is not capable of drawing nutrients from a wide area of soil.

Key benefits of Sure Start
• Contains six mutually beneficial elements to give plants the best start in life:

• Reduced Irrigation - the unique combination of soil surfactants and water storage crystals 
gives the ultimate in water conservation. The soil wetting agent will ensure an even spread 
of soil moisture throughout the root zone and will reduce surface run off. 

• Longer and stronger root system - a constant availability of water and plant nutrients 
ensures development of better root systems assisted by utilising  advanced 
microbiological technology to produce root stimulating chemicals which further strengthen 
and expand the root system.

• Reduced fertiliser needs - the blend of slow release chemical and organic nutrients will 
continue to feed plants throughout the establishment period, while the readily available 
nutrients give an initial growth burst. 

• Quicker plant establishment - by constantly providing adequate moisture and plant 
nutrients Sure Start will promote quicker plant establishment than using water storage 
crystals alone.

• In potting mixes - suitable for incorporation into potting mixes for all situation including 
seedling establishment and potting up of nursery stock, Sure Start will promote better 
plant growth and reduce frequency of irrigation applications.

Pack size    10kg bags

Directions for use
• In ground planting of trees and ornamentals - Mix Sure Start with soil to be returned to the planting hole to ensure even distribution throughout 

the root zone. If placing Sure Start  directly into bottom of hole it is essential to ensure it is spread evenly over the base area. DO NOT heap 
product.
For plants from - 150mm pot - 13g

-  200mm pot - 25g
-  250mm pot - 50g

• Turf - Prior to laying turf apply at 5kg/100m2 and lightly rake into the top 25-50mm of soil.

• Pots - Apply at 25g per 200mm pot.  If apply to a prepared hole, spread evenly in hold, do not heap.

Active ingredients   2% humic acid, 20% Rainsaver water storage crystals, 
standard and slow release fertiliser

Sure Start
Fertiliser

Guaranteed Minimum Analysis
TOTAL NITROGEN (N) 14.4%

- as methelene urea 3.8%

- as urea 10.6%

TOTAL PHOSPHORUS (P) 0.4%

TOTAL POTASSIUM (K) 4% as sulphate

TOTAL IRON (Fe) 0.8% as sulphate

TOTAL SULPUR 2.4%

For more information on Sure Start fertiliser, contact your local Globe Growing Solutions Territory Manager

turfsales@globeaus.com.au   |   www.globegrowingsolutions.com.au

This publication is a guide only and no substitute for professional or expert advice. The product label should be consulted before use of any of the products referred to in this publication. Globe Growing 
Solutions shall not be liable for any results, loss, or damage whatsoever, whether consequential or otherwise through the use or application of products and/or materials referred to herein.
Before using, always read the product label.   


